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ABSTRACT
Web content syndication is the process by which website
material is made available to multiple other sites through
a “push” technology. Most commonly, it consists of making
web feeds available from a site in order to supply other peo-
ple with latest news, or summaries or update of new web
site content. Syndication feeds are generated using one of
the two most common formats RSS and Atom. RSS and
Atom represent a way to gather updated web content and
broadcast or receive it regularly. Instead of daily consulting
news sites, podcasts, blogs and other sources of information,
internet’s users can subscribe to feeds with an RSS Reader
which check automatically updates and display it on the
user’s screen. Thanks to the efficiency and ease of access to
information, demonstrated by this technology, RSS feeds be-
come more and more deployed on websites and implemented
on web browsers and email clients. Moreover, RSS become
one of the main tools of broadcasting information. However,
until now deaf are still deprived of this technology. The rea-
son is that all web contents are syndicated in textual format,
which is not convenient to the community of deaf that rep-
resents a majority of illiterate people, particularly those in
developing countries. In this context, our contribution re-
sides on the specification of an approach of web-content’s
syndication in sign language. We recommend adapting RSS
feeds in order to make it accessible to deaf people and sug-
gest adding to the list of languages accepted by the RSS
specification new list of languages including sign languages.
We propose also describing sign language sentences using
specific textual description, which can be played by a vir-
tual character.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, data processing becomes one of the most im-

portant axes of our life. It is attached to all domains: eco-
nomic, social, cultural, scientific and so on. Information
is so important that many people remain connected to the
Internet during all the day. The Internet becomes a very
dynamic source of information, in which each site can be
updated daily. Therefore, users should consult frequently
websites in order to read updated web-contents. In an-
other hand, web-content’s authors have interest to publish
their articles on multiple websites. Using the technology of
web-content’s syndication both authors and users can ben-
efit from many advantages such as multiple site publication
ensuring author’s copyright. In addition, users can easily
find and gather new articles, which meet its needs, from
different sites. Furthermore, He can be informed systemati-
cally when a website will be updated, without need to check
it using web-browsers. Considering that visual information
are perceivable by the deaf, authors of contents think that
textual information are accessible for them and in particu-
lar syndicated contents. However, according to pedagogue’s
studies the reading skills of deaf people are lower than that
of hearing people. Moreover, statistics confirmed that more
than 80In this context, we propose in this paper an approach
for syndicating web content in sign language.

2. WEB CONTENT SYNDICATION

2.1 Definition
The ICSC (Internet Content Syndication Council) defines

“internet content syndication” as the controlled placement
of the same content on multiple partnering Internet desti-
nations. In other terms, web content syndication signifies
the fact to make web feeds available from a site in order
to provide users with a summary of its recent updates (for
example news published into the website). The term can
also describe licensing website content therefore other web-
sites can use it. Specifically, a content that a person makes



could appear, with the owner’s permission, on many web-
sites. The RSS (Really Simple Syndication) format is one
of the most common form of content syndication. It is a
feed witch provides a constant source of articles organized
by topics (channels)[2].

2.2 Content syndication’s benefit
It offers benefits to the four actors of the media industry:

content designers, publishers, advertisers and users. The
first designer’s benefit is that its artwork is published in
many websites. He can also earn more benefit than he can
with a single site, through license fees. Concerning users,
who represent our point of interest, the main benefit con-
sists on the ease of access to the information. Because the
Internet is too dynamic, users are consulting frequently web-
sites in order to check updates, read news or visualize the
latest videos. However, it is possible to use RSS feeds with
a view to gather the same information without need to vi-
sualize each website apart. We need only to configure an
RSS Reader, which is responsible to report any update of a
set of websites. In addition, users benefit from higher qual-
ity content that is more easily found on the web. As an
example of RSS feeds, quoting a site of weather service in
which users can be informed about temperature, pressure,
humidity or other weather information concerning a specific
state. Publishing such information on websites is advanta-
geous to both users and publisher. But, it is impossible to
ensure this task manually because such information changes
frequently (many times a day). For this reason, authors of
the information (who make the measurement) can syndicate
it in order to allow other websites to publish the informa-
tion while respecting the right of the author. Users can also
gather information from sources using an RSS reader.

2.3 Content syndication and sign language
Contrary to oral languages, which have sequential phone-

mic systems, sign languages are characterized by their vi-
sual aspect. They have non-sequential components, with
many visemes made simultaneously. A viseme is the visual
equivalent of a phoneme. It includes hand shapes, orienta-
tion and movement of hands or body and facial expressions.
Consequently, they do not have a recognized written form.
However, there exist some sign languages’ transcriptions but
they are still non-understandable by deaf readers due to their
complexity. For this reason, the majority of sign languages
contents in the web are made in video format. Despite that
there exist many syndicated sign languages content on the
web, the syndication is still done in textual format. Never-
theless, it is proved that the reading level of hearing impaired
students is lower than that of their hearing colleagues.

2.3.1 Reading capabilities of deaf
According to many studies, deaf children have much trou-

ble to read. Many of them still to have comprehension diffi-
culties on reading into adulthood. Moreover, reading levels
of hearing impaired is lower than the reading level of hear-
ing student. In 1996, [10] have confirmed that their learning
progress is extremely slow. In fact, the reading capability of
the high-school graduate deaf is similar to the reading po-
tential of 8 to 9 year old hearing child. Consequently, the
gain of experience collected by deaf children in four years is
equivalent to the gain of one year for hearing children [10].
Furthermore, statistics confirmed that more than 80% of

deaf people are illiterate especially on developing countries.
Based on these studies, it is clear that web content should
be made and syndicated in sign languages to be accessible
for deaf.

2.3.2 Syndication of sign language’s contents
Many websites take the reading problems of deaf into con-

sideration and present their contents on video format. As
example, the French enterprise WebSourd, which is special-
ized in providing services for deaf, possesses a website with
menus and contents in French sign language. The site syn-
dicates also some important information using RSS feeds.
However, only the content is in sign language, the remain-
ing information such as title, description or author’s name
is written in textual format. In others words the description
of the information, which is published on other sites, is still
inaccessible for the majority of deaf people.

3. RSS SPECIFICATION

3.1 What is RSS?
RSS is an acronym of Really Simple Syndication. It is a

defined standard based on XML and it serves to distribute
content. The purpose of RSS is delivering updates to web
contents. RSS is widely used on Internet thanks to its sim-
plicity. The document includes full or summarized web con-
tent and metadata such as author’s name and publication’s
date. RSS feeds can be read using web-based, desktop-
based, or mobile-device-based reader [8].

3.2 Structure of RSS file
At the top level of the RSS file, the <RSS> element should

be defined and it contains a mandatory attribute named ver-
sion. This attribute specifies the version of RSS to which
the file is conformed. The <RSS> element contains only
one element <Channel> that is dedicated to include meta-
data about the channel and its contents. It encloses a set
of required and optional elements. Three mandatory ele-
ments make up the node <Channel>. The first describes
the name of the channel (the element <Title>). If there is
a HTML version of the RSS file’s content, the title of the
channel should be the same of the site’s one. The second is
the element <Link>, it refers to the URL of the RSS file.
The last sub-element is devoted to describe the channel by
a short paragraph. Next is an example of an RSS channel
from the site“Deaf TV Channel”which is updated each hour
describing in English a list of published films for deaf.

<channel>
< t i t l e>Deaf TV Channel</ t i t l e>
< l i n k>ht t p : // dea f tvchanne l . com</ l i n k>
<d e s c r i p t i o n>

Deaf TV Production Company
</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<language>en</language>
<sy :updatePer iod>hour ly</ sy :updatePer iod>

</ channel>

The <Channel> element may contain also any number
of elements <Item>. The <Item> represents the published
article. It can enclose a summary of the content and refers to
the full content via a link. It can also enclose the full content.
It contains the three sub-elements of the element <channel>
plus other additional elements. Among the sub-elements of



<Item> we quote the element <enclosure> that describes
a media object attached to the item. In our context, this
element may be used to attach video sequence describing the
article on sign language.

3.3 Deaf accessibility vs. RSS specification
RSS files support many languages through the <language>

element, wrote on bold in the first example, defined on
the <channel> element. The list of languages authorized
matches the defined one that must be used in HTML doc-
ument. In fact, the W3C adopted the standard ISO 639-2
[6]. According to our survey sign languages are codified by
the international organization for standardization (table 1
shows the 11 specified sign languages), but they are never
used by RSS developers.

Table 1: ISO 639-2, languages’ codes
Language Acronym Code

American Sign Language ASL sgn-US
British Sign Language BSL sgn-GB
Irish Sign Language ISL sgn-IE

Argentine Sign Language LSA sgn-AR
Australian Sign Language Auslan sgn-AU

Danish Sign Language DTS sgn-DK
Dutch Sign Language NGT sgn-NL

The international organization for standardization speci-
fied the languages codes but it ignored the format in which
we should codify the content. In fact, the standard is ded-
icated mainly to describe HTML pages and written lan-
guages. In this matter, we suggest adopting sign languages
content to be used into RSS files.

3.3.1 Sign language transcription
Drawings were the first transcriptions of sign languages

(SL) and the means generally used to replace writing long
time ago. Later on, several transcription systems appeared
such as HamNoSys (Hamburg Notation System) and Sign-
Writing in spite of the difficulty to encode SL in a linear way.
The first HamNoSys version was defined in 1984; it was de-
veloped as a linear phonetic transcription tool for SL. This
virtual transcription is normally possible for all SL in the
world. SignWriting was developed by Valerie Sutton for the
Center of Sutton Movement Writing, in 1974 [4]. It is based
on graphical, bidimensional representations, using graphical
symbols. This system is easy to encode in computers in a
linear way by assigning numeric codes to each special char-
acter. The main disadvantage of this content representation
system is that it is not easy to understand. Furthermore, its
2D representation causes an ambiguity between many signs
representation.

3.3.2 Avatar technology
Nowadays, virtual characters become widely used in the

sign languages interpretation and representation. In this
new technological context, the modeling of a virtual charac-
ter can be achieved either according to a segmented model,
gotten by a hierarchical graph of the anatomical 3D seg-
ments, or according to a model seamless. In both cases, the
surfaces are represented either with a polygonal stitch, or
by a mathematical analysis, otherwise according to implicit
functions of the skeleton. The creation of a virtual character

is achieved either by a modeler of geometric primitives, or
with the help of a 3D scanner. The approach of segmented
virtual character exists in the H|Anim specifications [3], as
well as in MPEG-4 FBA (Face & Body Animation) [11][7],
whereas the representation by virtual character is processed
in MPEG-4 BBA (Bone-Based Animation). Some current
projects based on video are: eSign [1] and VSigns [5].

3.3.3 Using video
Current versions of the RSS specification aim principally

to the syndication of the content using a short data descrip-
tion. The small size of RSS files ensures a faster download
speed. The link allows the access to the full version of the
content if the user wants. For this reason, using video format
to describe the RSS feed information is not possible. Actu-
ally, the title, the description, the date of the publication and
other information which are essentials to the syndication of
the content are written only using texts. However, according
to the standard ISO 639-2 it is possible to encode all of these
information, using sign languages (like American Sign Lan-
guage which is coded by sgn-US) or signed languages (like
Signed English which is coded by sgn-eng-GB). One of the
evident solutions is to translate the text to sign languages by
means of the virtual reality and the technology of avatars.
Despite the great grow of the information and communi-
cation technologies, the translation between languages still
unresolved. There are a number of tools that try to trans-
late texts from some written languages to others. However,
in the most of times, the target has not exactly the same
meaning of the source.

4. OUR CONTRIBUTION
Our project aims to enhance the accessibility of deaf peo-

ple to web contents and in particular syndicated content.
We propose a new approach allowing the syndication of con-
tents using descriptions in sign language. The description
is based on SML, which is an XML based language that we
have developed to annotate gestures of signer. The SML
code is interpretable by 3D avatar developed using the X3D
language.

4.1 SML
SML [9] is a descriptive language defined to support a

collaborative approach to write signs. In Websign, we have
used SML to store description of signs which can be gener-
ated by a virtual human, or an avatar. Contrary to SigML
and SWML we haven’t use an existing system of transcrip-
tion of sign language but we have opted to the creation of
new language in which we can animate any avatar for any
use. This animation can be used by different systems like
chat, animation of robot or virtual characters or non signer
avatars, not necessary by systems designed for sign language.
The animation on SML is a set of movement or rotation of
groups of joins grouped depending their animation on the
time. Each movement or rotation has a fixed time inter-
val, during which the rotation of every join of the group is
done. Let’s know that the armature description respect the
H|Anim specification [3], in which each join have a specific
name and specific initial orientation. From animation point
of view we have required that at the moment t the avatar
can play a group of rotation joins during d milliseconds.

4.2 Using SML in RSS Feeds



SML allows describing movements of avatars by codifying
the rotation of each articulation. It can be generated auto-
matically by an easy of use WYSIWYG interface. In this
context, we propose to extend RSS by embedding SML into
its elements. In fact, SML replaces textual information of
written languages. To illustrate our approach, we present an
example of an RSS channel from the site “Deaf TV Chan-
nel” which is updated each hour describing, in English sign
language, a list of published films for deaf.

<channel>
< t i t l e>
<sml><d e s c r i p t i o n>Deaf TV</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<world> . . .</ world><world> . . .</ world>

</sml>
</ t i t l e>
< l i n k>ht t p : // dea f tvchanne l . com</ l i n k>
<d e s c r i p t i o n><sml> . . .</sml></ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<language>sgn−US</language>
<sy :updatePer iod>hour ly</ sy :updatePer iod>

</ channel>

In order to simplify the creation of RSS files, we developed
a desktop application allowing generating automatically deaf
accessible RSS feeds. This application allows authors to cre-
ate an SML based RSS files by animating virtual character
in sign languages. In the other hand, we developed for the
user an RSS feeds reader, which gather RSS channels (syn-
dicated contents) and play those codified in sign language
using a 3D avatar.

4.3 A deaf accessible RSS reader/editor
We developed an RSS editor allowing feeds edition in sign

language. The editor is based on an easy of use interface that
allows creating RSS feeds without any special skill. The in-
terface containing two modules the first is in charge to the
animation of the virtual character and the second enclose
a set of buttons and sliders to allow the animation of the
avatar. This interface is a drag and show interface, it of-
fers the possibility to modify the state or the position of the
avatar and show in real time the result of the modification
on the 3D character. To do this we opted to the key framing
approach, for each important and significant position of the
avatar animation the user must create a key frame in which
it should specify the rotation of the joins which change the
state. The procedure of creation of sign is summarized in
three steps; the first is to choose the position of the key
frame on the time line by the drag of the pointer over the
position selected. The second walk consists to the choice of
the join to be rotated by the use of the join selector. And
finally the user should employ the rotation bars to indicate
the rotation value of the join and so on until the creation of
the sign. The rotation sliders integrated on the interface al-
lows rotating joins around one of the three axis of the Euler
rotation using the local landmark of the join. In fact there
are three rotation sliders indicating the values of the rota-
tions around the Euler axis. After creating the sign, the user
should write a textual description of the RSS tag. And insert
it into the RSS file as shown in the last section. The RSS
reader is similar to existing software. The main difference
is in the fact that the deaf accessible RSS reader includes
a module able to interpret the SML code. The figure 1, il-
lustrates an example of the Reader. Each mouse click over
textual information will be followed by an animation of the

avatar. The generated animation acts for the sign language
interpretation of the selected text.

Figure 1: Information gathered by an RSS Reader.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented new web accessibility problem.

It concerns the sign language’s web content syndication. In
fact, many web sites present their contents in sign language
using videos or 3D animations. However, the syndication of
content is still based on textual information. We proposed
an original solution allowing authors to syndicate content
in sign languages by the use of the avatar technology. We
presented new tools that we developed in order to test and
verify the approach. The first is a deaf accessible RSS reader
and the second is an easy of use deaf accessible RSS editor.
As perspectives we plan to do same experimentation with
deaf peoples and authors to determine the acceptance of
this technology by both users and authors.
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